Agenda

- Introduction
- Organizational matters
- Topic bidding process
Introduction
Artificial intelligence techniques used in today’s society and in the near future.

What is Artificial Intelligence?

- The quest to make computers smarter
- The endeavor to better understand human intelligence

Each topic includes

- A fundamental technique of artificial intelligence
- applied to a socially relevant field
Organizational matters
Conditions for ECTS Credits

- Attendance during the entire 2-day block seminar
- 20-minute presentation of your topic
- Written paper about your topic (10-12 pages)
- Slides and paper written in LaTeX
- Anonymous feedback to other presentations
- Check if you have to register for the “exam” of the seminar
Topic bidding
List of topics will be released on the seminar website
Topic Bidding

- Everyone bids for **5** topics ordered by preference
- Highest preference goes first
- Send preferences to Tim Schulte
  schultet@cs.uni-freiburg.de
- Email subject: [kisem18]

Preference List Example

Doe, John
A1, B4, B2, E2, D3
Important Dates

- **Apr. 25th**: end of booking period → notification of admission follows
- **May 4th**: submission of a topic preference list with 5 topics
Important Dates

- **June 4th**: paper draft
  → advisor feedback
- **June 11th**: slides draft
  → advisor feedback
- **July 7th/8th**: block seminar, location TBA
- **Aug. 1st**: final submission of paper